The strong activity felt in proteomics during the last decade created huge amounts of data, for which the knowledge is limited. Retrieving information from these proteins is the next step. For that, computational techniques are indispensable. Although there is not yet a silver bullet approach to solve the problem of enzyme detection and classification, machine learning formulations such as the state-of-the-art Support Vector Machine (SVM) appear among the most reliable options. A SVM based framework for peptidase analysis, that recognizes the hierarchies demarked in the MEROPS database is presented. Feature selection with SVM-RFE is used to improve the discriminative models and build classifiers computationally more efficient than alignment based techniques.
Introduction
During the last decade massive amounts of protein data have been collected, making the proteomics field attractive to the data mining and the machine learning communities. The automated classification of proteins has classically been done by means of sequence alignment methods like BLAST and PSI-BLAST [1] , searching for similar homologues in a database. These approaches employ considerably extensive computation, considering that the time taken to get a single prediction for a real world sample using ordinary computers can reach several minutes when large databases are utilized. In these conditions, analyzing an average size proteome with few hundred thousands of samples can take a month. It is therefore important to find other means for disclosing answers in a more acceptable period. The Support Vector Machine (SVM) [18] makes part of the most successful methods applied to protein classification and appears as a good candidate to solve the problem of peptidase categorization. Since protein classification is a fundamental task in biology, there is a vast work concerning discriminative classifiers dedicated to subjects such as homology detection [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] , structure recognition [9, 10, 11] , and protein localization [12, 13] , among others. Other important problems in molecular biology include peptidase detection and classification. Peptidases (also known as proteases or proteolytic enzymes) are proteins that can catalyze biochemical reactions like digestion, signal transduction or cell regulation, and represent around 2% of the proteins from organisms. They are attractive drug targets since they are involved in many virus and parasite activity. Peptidase identification and characterization is crucial to understand how they work and their role in a biological system. Considering that no perfect and universal solution has yet been reached, and that the number of new proteomes is still growing, new algorithms, computationally more efficient and more accurate, are needed to extract information embedded in these data within an acceptable period. This paper presents a SVM framework specially developed for peptidase detection and classification according to the hierarchical levels of the MEROPS peptidase database [26] . In the next section, the details about the SVM models developed are exposed. Section 3 brings some concluding remarks, actual limitations and proposes improvements for future framework versions.
SVM Framework for Peptidase Study
The design of efficient kernels is fundamental for the SVM to generate accurate and fast classifiers able to carry out a prediction task correctly and in the shortest amount of time. Numerous features with reduced computational cost can be created. Nevertheless, only the most informative must be used, since employing a very large feature set to build a discriminator brings some drawbacks. First, the classifier becomes slower when getting a prediction as the number of features increases, and second the decision model is more susceptible to overfitting losing effectiveness to recognize new unseen instances. Feature reduction techniques are for these reasons imperative. The number of features can be decreased either by choosing a subset of features to describe the data or by projecting the original attributes to a new reduced representation, like it is done in popular projection techniques such as Multidimensional Scaling and Principal Component Analysis. The major disadvantages of projection approaches are the loss of the original meaning of the features that compromises the interpretability of the solutions, and the unavoidable need to have always the initial features before projecting them to a lower dimension space. Feature selection approaches don't suffer from these weaknesses. Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE) belongs to this group. It is an iterative procedure that at each step eliminates the least informative features, according to an evaluation criterion, stopping when a given condition is met. Ultimately, the dataset is used to create a discriminative model to distinguish between different membership classes. Inspired by RFE and the state-of-the-art SVM learning algorithm the possibility of using information from a learned decision frontier to weight the features was investigated, emerging a new technique called SVM-RFE [16] . The procedure was here applied to the problem of peptidase detection, and used to build a classifier from a large dataset initially portrayed by thousands of features extracted from the protein primary structure. Then, the feature sets found in this phase as being the ones with higher contribution for peptidase detection, were further explored to create discriminative models for peptidase categorization. Peptidase classifiers were built to recognize the classes from the MEROPS repository defined among hierarchical tiers. Catalytic types, clans and families were targeted.
Experiments and Results
The construction of the SVM framework included two stages: the creation of a SVM peptidase detector using an optimized feature set, and then the extension of the SVM framework to models capable of performing a classification according to the membership groups defined in the MEROPS peptidase database.
Peptidase Detection
The SVM-RFE algorithm was applied to a dataset with a large number of features, constructed to simulate peptidase detection. For that purpose 3003 peptidases from the MEROPS database release 8.5 and 3003 non-peptidases from SCOP [17] version 1.75 were randomly collected. Initially, all proteins were subjected to a preprocessing step in order to extract features from their primary structure to be used by the SVM. The list of features computed can be checked in table 1.
The package LIBSVM version 2.9 [2] was adapted to the SVM-RFE scheme, and was after that employed with a gaussian kernel. To promote learning, the SVM cost and the width of the gaussian were tuned using an algorithm that combines a grid search with a hill-climbing approach to discover the best values for the former and the latter parameter, respectively. SVM-RFE was executed until no features remained to describe the instances, following a mixed elimination heuristic: while data had more than 30 attributes the square root of the remaining set was removed and after that a single feature per iteration.
Initially, SVM training was performed with 2/3 of the samples arbitrarily selected and the remaining 1/3 was used in the test phase.
Preliminary studies about the effect of training with normalized features, normalized instances and both normalized features and instances at the same time were made. Because no benefits were noticed from this procedure all the following steps were performed without normalization.
The discriminative capacity of the SVM classifiers was compared with the most used algorithm by the scientific community for searching sequence homologues: PSI-BLAST [1] . PSI-BLAST is a similarity based algorithm that starts by executing a string alignment between a query protein and a search database. After that, it looks for homologues among the aligned sequences with a score higher than a given threshold. This algorithm builds a probabilistic matrix called a profile that is improved by rounds. Here, PSI-BLAST was executed running 2 cycles with the test instances as queries against a database composed by the same examples utilized for SVM training. For each method TP, TN, FP, and FN were recorded (where TP is the number of true positives, TN is the number of true negatives, FP is the number of positive and FN is the number of false negatives) to compute the following performance metrics: accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, precision and the F-measure. Accuracy is defined as
, sensitivity is expressed by sensitivity = T P T P + F N , specificity comes specif icity = T N T N + F P , precision is given by precision = T P T P + F P , and finally the F-measure is computed combining precision and recall (also known as sensitivity in the binary case) according to
A 5-fold cross-validation scheme was implemented to estimate the generalization error of PSI-BLAST and the best decision hyperplane found by SVM-RFE.
With SVM-RFE was possible to create discriminative models with less features and a reduced number of support vectors than the best model attained by simply training a SVM with all features, without losing discriminative capacity. The reduced number of support vectors can be seen as a positive aspect for generalization, once the rate of samples kept as support vectors is a direct expression of the training set memorization. There is however a state after which the feature reduction significantly damages the performance of the classifier even despite the number of support vectors increases drastically. To our knowledge there is no formal metric or rule that combines complexity and recognition ability to measure how better a SVM model is than another one so, the classifier that kept the most balanced trade between a reduced complexity and a high accuracy was considered the most suitable. This happened for 148 features that belong to the following sets: amino acid composition, sequence length, isoelectric point and composition of the collocated amino acid pairs. Moreover, the average rate of training examples used by the model to define the decision hyperplane was reduced from an initial value of 42.87% to 19.36%.
Another very important remark is that the SVM model trained with the best features recognizes more accurately the membership of the test examples than PSI-BLAST in this task (see table  2 ). To assert with confidence that one is better than the other, we used the statistical test defined in [24] . This test permits to calculate the confidence (1-η ) by applying the formula:
, with z η = εt/sqrt(ν), and where t is the number of test examples, ν is the total number of errors (or rejections) that only one of the two classifiers makes, ε is the difference in error rate (or in rejection rate), and erf (x) = x 0 exp(−t 2 ) dt is the error function. This assumes independent identically distributed errors, one-sided risk and the approximation of the Binomial law by the Normal law.
The confidence obtain was nearly 1 (something expected once SVM-RFE outperformed PSI-BLAST in all cross-validation experiments), confirming the SVM as a good alternative to alignment based techniques. Moreover, considering that the MEROPS data bank was built using alignment based approaches, the higher sensitivity (correct recognition of peptidases) and lower specificity (correct classification of proteins as not being peptidases) of PSI-BLAST judged against the discriminative classifiers, suggests that in this kind of tests it may have some advantage over SVMs that is not directly related with the recognition of biological patterns but rather the way how the membership groups inside the repository were formed. Anyway, this was not enough for PSI-BLAST to outperform the SVM models in terms of recognition ability.
No less significant are the results for processing time needed to get a prediction (see table 3), calculated for the test set proteins: the optimized SVM classifier was on average 18.66 times faster than PSI-BLAST. Mean, variance, standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis for the propensity of each aa to as-sume a given 2-D structure (alphastrand, beta-sheet or turn) according to ChouFasman.
[29]
8 Composition Statistics 100 Mean, variance, standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis for each of the 20 amino acids that may compose a protein.
-9 Physicochemical Properties 80
Autocorrelation coefficients derived from 8 physicochemical properties: aliphatic, tiny, small, aromatic, non-polar, charged, polar and positive. This characterization is nonexclusive (each aa can be associated with more than one group). Lags between 0 and 9 were used.
10 Radical Group 10 Autocorrelation coefficients derived from 5 mutually exclusive groups encoding aas according to radical groups (non-polar aliphatic, polar uncharged, positively charged, negatively charged and aromatic). Autocorrelation was applyed with lags ranging from 0 to 9.
[20,23]
Electronic Groups 10
Autocorrelation coefficients derived from a mutually exclusive 5 groups aa encoding based on electric properties (electron donor, weak electron donor, electron acceptor, negatively charged and neutral). The autocorrelation function with lags from 0 to 9.
[23, 27, 28] 12 Hydropathy 20
The hydropathy index is a number representing the hydrophobic or hydrophilic properties of aa side-chain. Hydropathy indexes are derived from Kyte and Doolittle charts and Eisenberg consensus scale (ECS). They were used to compute autocorrelation coefficients considering 0 to 9 lags.
[27] 
Peptidase Categorization
Unfortunately, SVM-RFE is associated to a heavy processing time and is unfeasible for the large scale and huge multiclass problem posed by the MEROPS repository (hundreds of thousands of proteins belonging to hundreds of membership groups). The technique was avoided and instead the set of features the algorithm revealed in the previous stage as being the most relevant in the peptidase detection problem was computed for this extended assignment. The multiclass system was erected to recognize a total of 7 catalytic types, 51 clans and 209 families, by training SVM classifiers according to an all-versus-all strategy.
Approximately 20% of all sequences stored in the database were used. They were randomly selected but respecting the proportion of each group in the repository. Training used 2/3 of the samples and testing the remaining 1/3. The discriminative ability was measured using accuracy as a quality metric.
Once again, the performance of the classifiers was compared to the one from PSI-BLAST. PSI-BLAST executed 2 search cycles using the test proteins as queries against the train set utilized for SVM training.
The general accuracy for the experts can be checked in table 4 . It shows that the SVM was not so effective in this last task as PSI-BLAST. Still, the classifiers remain as a low computational cost complement to alignment algorithms, or even a sustainable alternative for high confidence predictions. More detailed information about the models performance is registered in tables 5 to 13. There is observable that for some classes the detection capacity was very low or even zero. A miticulous analysis revealed that more than 90% of the classes without detections used less than 6 samples for training. On the other hand, many classes with 100% accuracy used an equally reduced number of examples for training. Consequently, although some other memberships used few hundred samples for training, we cannot say that the bad results for the minor size classes are due to the presence of strongly unbalanced groups but rather that the distribution of the examples influenced learning. Typically, in this kind of studies the classes with few units are excluded. However, because a complete expert system must include all of them, we decided not to make such excision. Despite not being conventional, improving the accuracy described in this preliminary work, may demand that future models use all instances during the learning of the injured classes. This methodology won't have a significant impact in the general accuracy and is expected to promote learning by providing potentially missing patterns.
Conclusions
To our knowledge, this was the first work presenting a SVM based system for peptidase detection and classification in agreement with the MEROPS taxonomy. The SVM classifiers showed ability to detect subtle patterns when dealing with examples not considered by the MEROPS data bank. The benefit of using SVMs for protease examination is emphasized by its superior capacity to distinguish between peptidases and non-peptidases, where the approach gets results that outperform PSI-BLAST in terms of recognition. The possibility that SVM classifiers offer to get a prediction in a very short time against the time spent by alignment techniques that can take several seconds or even some minutes is an important functional aspect (a speedup of nearly 20 times). Our contribution opens the possibility to decrease the overall processing time needed to analyze very large collections of proteins like entire proteomes, by combining SVM classifiers for peptidase detection with PSI-BLAST for an extended analysis of those cases which show a higher potential to be of major interest. A rough estimation points to a time reduction from several days or weeks to few hours for proteomes with few hundred thousand samples. Another key topic for future work is the adaptation of the framework to the paradigms of high concurrency and processing parallelization to decrease the considerable computation time needed for very large jobs which are common in proteomics. In this stage, the use of graphics processing units and standards such as MPI and OpenMP, for local and distributed computation parallelization, may come into play to aid solving this issue. 
